
A.R. Tivadar
A. R. Tivadar is a hobby writer from

Romania and a graduate of the
University of Oradea. She has been

published in miniMAG, Alien Buddha
Press, Motus Audax Press, Firework
Stories and 8 other online literary

magazines.



Ali Ashhar
Ali Ashhar is a poet, short story writer and

columnist from Jaunpur, India. He is the author of
two poetry collections: Mirror of Emotions

(Notion Press, 2021) and Across the Shore (Zorba
Books, 2024). Following the release of his book,
Mirror of Emotions, he was chosen as the Best
Debut Author for the year 2021 by The Indian

Awaz and was the recipient of an India Prime 100
Authors Award. His works appear in Indian

Review, The Raven Review, Wild Court
International Poetry Journal and The Bosphorus

Review of Books, among others.



M.T. Gray
M.T Gray is a young breakout indie

writer and poet who’s looking to
make a name for himself in the field.

He is based in Jackson, Mississippi
and is 20 years of age (21 in July), He

specializes in prose and poetry, but is
willing to try any medium and form if

he believes he can make a
masterpiece out of it. Simply put: he

was born to tell stories. 



Cairo Evans
Cairo Evans loves writing and

theater. She is currently directing her
first production, and runs her own
literary magazine by the name of
abducted cow magazine. She has

been featured in several publications
including Rewrite the Stars and

Fruitslice. She adores penguins so
very much and wishes she owned

one as a pet. 



Erin Shea
Erin Shea is an English Literature

graduate student and chronic illness
advocate residing in Connecticut.

Her work has appeared in the Vocal+
Fiction Awards Anthology, Bitter

Melon Review, and ARTWIFE
Magazine, among others. You can

find her on Instagram
@somebookishrambles 



M.S. Blues
M.S. Blues is a multiracial, queer, and

versatile writer. Her work revolves
around the darker pieces of

humanity society tends to neglect.
She has had over 45 pieces published.

She currently resides in California,
and serves as an editor to The

Amazine and Adolescence Magazine.
Her Instagram handle is @m.s.blues_ 



AK Nielsen
AK Nielsen is a self-taught poetry and

short story writer raised in an immigrant
family on the west coast of the United

States. She’s an avid Hozier, Noah Kahan,
and Boygenius listener and takes

inspiration from folk music (but especially
the feeling of homesickness that they

often portray) to produce her works. She
hopes to create an impact on other

people’s lives through creating things that
will make people feel seen and heard. 



Isabel Wall
In her writing, Isabel Wall likes to explore
how the natural world intermingles with

the human. Her work examines themes of
love, loneliness and personal

transformation, often with a mythological
or fairytale slant. She recently completed

an MA in English Literature.



Rani Suresh
Rani is 19 year old aspiring writer from

Pakistan. She has been writing a little bit of
everything ever since she was 10, and

throughout this (almost) a decade, her
words have shaped into something far
more powerful than she ever has been.

She hopes that someday someone will find
solace in the words she pens down.



Taryn Elease
I am a young post grad student living in New Orleans

working as a social media and communications
consultant. I have one published book review at the

New Orleans Review after being an editorial
assistant in the Fall of 2021 but I am generally a

novice when it comes to submissions. I am Black
women and neurodivergent which is important to

the way I write because I often struggle in my day to
day to put my feelings into words and I find that
music helps so a lot of my work is inspired and

incorporates song. Just like in film or tv I feel like the
songs make the reading experience jump to life so I

hope you enjoy the read. 



Kaci O’Meara
Kaci O'Meara is a punk queer poet based

in Glasgow City, Scotland. She is currently
a student studying professional writing to
elevate and grow her skills a a writer. Kaci

currently has poetry published on
Disobedient Magazine online, and The

Selkie's newest anthology 'Stories of
Rebellion'



Rae LaGrange
17 year old genderfluid socialist & feminist.



Fabio De Sousa
Fabio is an aspiring South African poet
and writer, finding his way in the murky

waters of the wider publishing world.
Drawing from his experience in movie and
television editorial, Fabio is ready to bring
his own poetry and writings to life, be it on

the page or phone screen.



Ashley Hong
Ashley Hong (they/she) a writer residing in

Southern California. Her works can be
seen in iO Literary Journal, Persimmon Lit,

and Catheartic Magazine. In their free
time, they like snacking on popcorn and

getting lost in the abyss of Youtube. 



Olivia Burgess
Olivia Burgess is a student of English at
King's College London but raised and

residing in Surrey, England. Her poetry is her
favourite method of communication, and

she's devoted entirely to the stars, questions
of the afterlife, and human connectivity.

She's now been published in over 20 micro
press avenues, but when she's not writing

and submitting she's too busy cooking,
reading or working her way through the GTA

franchise. she hopes you take care of
yourself today. 



Alana Fu
Alana Fu is a student of history from San
Diego. They love to knit, paint, and write
various thinkpieces on topics they are
interested in. They have always been a

little old-fashioned, so they enjoy reading
classics like Frankenstein and The Count

of Monte Cristo.



Phoenix Ning
Phoenix Ning is a Chinese writer, poet,

musician, podcaster, video game creator,
blogger, music video maker, and book

designer. She is currently a grad student
studying library science. She enjoys
spending time with her loved ones,

watching C-Dramas, playing the piano,
musing about the human condition, and

appreciating nature. Learn more at
https://www.ladyphoenixning.com



Eleen Khwaja
Eleen Khwaja is an emerging writer

located in Lahore, Pakistan who recently
graduated with a Bachelor in the field of

English Literature and hopes for a career
in academia. She has served as the editor
of The Ravi (2023) and is currently a social

media coordinator for Moss Puppy
Magazine and a writer at Girlhood

Magazine.



W.E. Everhart
W.E. Everhart is an introspective spirit that
combines curiosity and disobedience. He
seek truth and insight in life's intricacies,
driven by a passion for creativity and a

predilection for rich storytelling.



Masroor Ahmad
Masroor Ahmad is a 19 year old Pakistani
writer. His writings deal mainly with the

lack in being human, illusion of memories
and emotions, and the nature of reality.

His time is spent on thinking, reading and
writing in order to understand himself, the
people around him and the world better.



Syd M
Syd M is a non-binary Arab American poet

and artist that loves to explore different
themes with their work. They have been

published by Moonbow Magazine,
Querencia Press, Transients Mag, and

more. Their favorite love song is, "I Won't
Hold You Back," by Toto. 



Faith Denise Morales
Faith is a BA Communication Arts student
majoring in Writing at the University of the

Philippines Los Baños. An ambitious film
enthusiast who wants to be prominent in

entertainment media, she aspires to either
become a writer, actress, or musician. She was

one of the authors in the inception of
Magkasintahan by Ukiyoto Publishing,

particularly in Volumes XX and XXVI. She was also
included in the 39th issue of The Fib Review by

Muse-Pie Press. She currently lives in Los Baños,
Laguna, but her hometown is in Bacoor, Cavite,

Philippines.



N.A. Kimber
N.A. Kimber (she/her) is a writer from

Caledon, Ontario. She is the co-founder of
the online publication Forget Me Not Press

which she runs with her twin sister and
artist, K.E.Donoghue-Stanford. She can

usually be found with a cup of tea in hand,
knitting, reading, or (obviously) writing.



Morgan Lyons
Morgan (she/her) has a passion for writing

poems depicting body respect,
intersectional feminism and queerness.

Her writing and art has been published in
Rainbow Library Cork Anthology, Lesbian
Art Circle and Ambrosia Zine. She enjoys
walking with her dog and hunting down

sapphic YA books.



Sophia
Sophia is a high schooler and emerging

writer with a few publications to name. She
hopes to pursue law, philosophy, or

international relations in college.
Additionally, she aspires to attain a level of
penmanship similar to that of her favorite
authors–but in the meantime, she’s simply

another girl who loves her dog and the
humanities. She can be found relieving her
stress on a cello or furiously typing on her

Notes app.



Cara Morgan
Cara Morgan (they/them) is a disabled,

queer, neurodivergent poet and artist from
rural Maine. You can find them playing

music and reading poetry on their audio
zine, the sunshine lounge (on Spotify,

YouTube, and Substack). They are
passionate about their cats, cool rocks,
making playlists, and supporting other

creatives. Their debut chapbook collection,
Dear Diseased Body, is available now

through Bottlecap Press. Connect with them
on Instagram @caramorganpoet. 


